Abstract-Extracting of knowledge form large amount of data is an important issue in data mining systems. One of most important activities in data mining is association rule mining and the new head for data mining research area is privacy of mining. Today association rule mining has been a hot research topic in Data Mining and security area. A lot of research has done in this area but most of them focused on perturbation of original database heuristically. Therefore the final accuracy of released database falls down intensely. In addition to accuracy of database the main aspect of security in this area is privacy of database that is not warranted in most heuristic approaches, perfectly. In this paper we introduce new multi-objective method for hiding sensitive association rules based on the concept of genetic algorithms. The main purpose of this method is fully supporting security of database and keeping the utility and certainty of mined rules at highest level.
INTRODUCTION
Today transactional databases have been used in great number of organization and businesses. Association rule mining is the special activity in data mining for processing and extracting knowledge from these transactions. The customer behavior and his/her shopping patterns can be comprehended with applying proper data mining algorithms. This knowledge is very useful for enhancement of business and suitable decision making.
However the irrefutable profit of analyzing business data, there always lurks the fear of unauthorized access to sensitive knowledge which are stored in databases or deduced from them. One of important classical aspects in the process of association rule mining is true mining of real world knowledge. Recent issue in association rule mining is keeping the confidence of data [14, 15] . Most of information systems contain private information, such as social security numbers, income, disease type, etc. therefore these information should be correctly protected and hided from unauthorized access. Although the security of data has been permanent goal in database management systems, mining of knowledge and preventing of sensitive knowledge disclosure becomes the most important and highest priority goal in data mining process. Basically the sharing of data between businesses in purpose of reaching valuable information is useful but it can bring a lot of disadvantages.
Recent advances in data mining algorithms increased the risk of information leakage and its confidence issue. Because of this progress, the parallel research area has been started to over come the information leakage risks and immunization of mining environment. Privacy preserving against mining algorithms is a new research area that investigates the side-effects of data mining methods that derive from the privacy diffusion of persons and organizations.
In this paper we are studying the privacy breaches which incurred from certain type association rules. In doing so we suppose that a certain subset of association rule, which is extracted from specific datasets, is considered as sensitive/critical rules. Our major goal then is modification of original data source in such a way that it would be impossible for the adversary to mine the sensitive rules from the modified data set as long as all the remaining non sensitive information and/or knowledge remains as close as possible to this of the original set, as our minor goal.
The method developed in this paper uses binary transactional dataset as an input and modifies the original dataset based on the concept of genetic algorithms in such a way that all of sensitive rules become hide and minimum modification performed in original dataset. The most famous possible style for transaction modification is distortion of original database (i.e., by replacing 1's by 0's and vise versa). We select this style of modification in our method. Modification of the dataset causes so many side-effect problems. The modification process can affect the original set of rules, that can be mined from the original database, either by hiding rules which are not sensitive (lost rules), or by introducing rules in the mining of the modified database, which were not supported by the original database (ghost rules). We have tried to minimize these unpleasant results by minimum and suitable modification of original dataset.
II. RELATED WORK
The problem of privacy preserving in association rule mining was first addressed in [1] . After this beginning, researchers conduct so many methods to solve the privacy issue of mining results. Generally, modification/sanitization techniques can be categorized into two groups: data blocking and data distortion approaches.
Some blocking-based techniques are addressed in [1, 2, 3] . The major concept of blocking approaches, are replacing the actual values of the items with "unknown" symbols in the proper transactions. The main reason of using blocking techniques is that algorithms do not add artificial information in the database. This is so important when the source database contains critical information that extracting wrong known will consequences dangerous effects. More specifically, in [1] a number of algorithms are presented, each of which blocks in a different way, either 1's or 0's in order to achieve the best possible results. Blocking also deals with the so-called database inference problem, a problem which is already addressed in [5, 6] . In this problem we want to prevent an adversary from inferring a hidden value of an item in a specific transaction of the database, and in [5, 13] Bayesian techniques are used in order to eliminate the inference of the hidden value by the adversary.
Near the beginning, data distortion techniques take on initial heuristic-based sanitization strategies like Algo1a, Algo1b, Algo2a, Algo2b and Algo2c [7] . The major difference between approaches is heuristic determination of selection strategies on which transactions should be sanitized and which items selected for modification. Following techniques like WSDA, PDA [8] and BorderBased [9] improved the initial heuristic algorithms to greedy algorithms (based on finding local optimal modification). WSDA technique is reached through the use of priority values assigned to transactions based on weights. In theses approaches tried to greedily select the modifications with minimal side effects on data utility and accuracy.
In the rest of this paper, we present our efficient and novel method for sanitization of database and rule hiding, as well as implementations and experiment results with binary data sets. One of the most interesting parts in our paper is evaluation of hiding performance in our work. In order to analysis the performance we suggest some criterion. In Sect. 3, the general problem formulation and the basic definitions regarding sensitive association rules are given. In Sect. 4, we present the algorithm which implements the distortion technique based on Genetic Algorithm approach. In Sect. 5 we evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm based on some criterion and we present experimental results from their implementation, also providing a qualitative analysis of the proposed techniques. We conclude the paper in Sect. 6, also giving hints for future work. 
Note while the support is a measure of the frequency of a rule, the confidence is a measure of the strength of the relation between sets of items. Association rule mining algorithms scan the database of transactions and calculate the support and confidence of the candidate rules to determine if they are considerable or not. A rule is considerable if its support and confidence is higher than the user specified minimum support and minimum confidence threshold. In this way, algorithms do not retrieve all possible association rules that can be derivable from a dataset, but only a very small subset that satisfies the minimum support and minimum confidence requirements set by the users. An association rule-mining algorithm works as follows. It finds all the sets of items that appear frequently enough to be considered relevant and then it derives from them the association rules that are strong enough to be considered interesting. The major goal here is to preventing some of these rules that we refer to as "sensitive rules", from being revealed. The problem of privacy preserving in association rule mining (so called association rule hiding) focused on this paper can be formulated as follows: In [1] proved that solving above problem by sinking the support of the large itemsets via removing items from transactions or adding fake item into the transactions (also referred to as "sanitization" problem) are an NPhard problem. Therefore, we are looking for a special modification of D (the source dataset) in D (sanitized dataset which is going to be released) that maximizes the number of rules in Sen non R (minimizing number of lost rules) that can still be mined. Therefore we involve specific optimization problem. In one side we must conceal the sensitive association rule, thus it is necessary to modify the dataset and in the other side we should keep the utility of modified dataset to extracting useful information and rules. Therefore we have selected the genetic algorithm approach to solving this optimization problem.
Problem formulation elements are depicted in Figures 1 to 3 and side effects of sanitization problem is shown in Figure 4 . In the following section we will explain our approach specifically. The most important parts in this work are preprocessing phase and the specification of our fitness function in Genetic Algorithm method.
A. Preprocess of Original Dataset
Dataset Pre-Sanitization Process (DPSP) is first step of our method that involves preprocess the original database. For the reason that sensitive items are limited to some transactions, therefore there is no need to modify all of the transactions in our algorithms. So our algorithms in preprocessing phase select the all transactions that support sensitive items. With this critical phase of our algorithm we can reach to better performance of sanitization speed and less number of modification needed in hiding process. Further, by preprocessing of original dataset we will see that the size of each chromosome decreases significantly. This phase is depicted in Figure 5 .
B. GA Proposed Solution for Privacy Preserving 1) Genetic Algorithm Background
A Genetic Algorithm performs fitness tests on new structures to select the best population. Fitness determines the quality of the individual on the basis of the defined cost function. Genetic Algorithms are metaheuristic search methods that have been developed by John Holland in 1975. [10, 11] GA's applied natural selection and natural genetics in artificial intelligence to find the globally optimal solution to the optimization problem from the feasible solutions. In nature, an individual's fitness is its ability to pass on its genetic material. The fortune of an individual chromosome depends on the fitness value; the better the fitness value, the better the chance of survival. Genetic Algorithms solve design problems similar to that of natural solutions for biological design problems [12] . 
2) Population
Generation and Chromosome Presentation In Genetic Algorithms, a population consists of a group of individuals called chromosomes that represent a complete solution to a defined problem. Each chromosome is a sequence of 0s or 1s. The initial set of the population is a randomly generated set of individuals. A new population is generated by two methods: steadystate Genetic Algorithm and generational Genetic Algorithm. The steady-state Genetic Algorithm replaces one or two members of the population; whereas the generational Genetic Algorithm replaces all of them at each generation of evolution. In this work a generational Genetic Algorithm is adopted as population replacement method. In this method tried to keep a certain number of the best individuals from each generation and copies them to the new generation (this approach known as elitism).
The each transaction is represented as a chromosome and presence of an i th item in transaction showed by 1 and absence of the item by 0 in i th bit of transaction. The fitness of a chromosome is determined by several factors and different strategies. Each population consists of several chromosomes and the best chromosome is used to generate the next population. For the initial population, a large number of random transactions are chosen. Based on the survival fitness, the population will transform into the future generation. 
3) Fitness Strategies
Based on our sanitization method, we have conducted four fitness evaluation strategies in this paper. We will discuss these strategies in following sub sections.
a) Confidence-based Fitness Strategy
First fitness strategy relies on both hiding all sensitive rules and minimum number of modification in original dataset. We design this fitness strategy based on weighted sum function as follows: Figure 6 . In this fitness strategy we are trying to filter sensitive rules in 2 nd step of mining process. Further, this strategy tried to apply minimum modifications in original dataset.
b) Support-based Fitness Strategy
Second fitness strategy relies on both hiding all sensitive itemsets and minimum number of modification in original dataset. We design this fitness strategy based on weighted sum function as follows: In this fitness strategy we are trying to filter sensitive itemsets in 1 st step of mining process (showed in Figure  6 ). Further, this strategy tried to apply minimum modifications in original dataset.
c) Hybrid Fitness Strategy
Third fitness strategy relies on hiding all sensitive rules and items. Further, minimum number of modification in original dataset is applied. We design this fitness strategy as hybrid of first and second strategies. In this fitness strategy we are trying to filter sensitive itemsets/rules both in 1 st and 2 nd steps of mining process (showed in Figure 6 ). Further, this strategy tried to apply minimum modifications in original dataset.
d) Min-Max Fitness Strategy
Fourth fitness strategy relies on minimizing number of sensitive rules and maximizing number of non-sensitive association rules that can be extracted from sanitized dataset. (See Figures 1 to 4 In this strategy tried to balance hiding all sensitive rules and keeping non-sensitive information.
4) Selection
After evaluation of population's fitness, the next step is chromosome selection. Selection embodies the principle of "survival of the fittest". Satisfied fitness chromosomes are selected for reproduction. Poor chromosomes or lower fitness chromosomes may be selected a few or not at all. There are several selection methods, such as: "Roulette-Wheel" selection, "Rank" selection and "Tournament" selection. In Tournament selection, which is used in this paper, two chromosomes are chosen randomly from the population. First, for a predefined probability p, the more fit of these two is selected and with the probability (1-p) the other chromosome with less fitness is selected [19].
5) Crossover
Main function of crossover operation in Genetic Algorithms is combination two chromosomes together to generating new offspring (child). Crossover occurs only with some probability (crossover probability). Chromosomes are not subjected to crossover remain unmodified. The intuition behind crossover is exploration of new solutions and exploitation of old solutions. Better fitness chromosomes have a prospect to be selected more than the worse ones, so good solution always alive to the next generation. There are different crossover operators that have been developed for various purposes. Singlepoint crossover and multi-point are the most famous operators. In this paper single-point crossover has been applied to make new offspring. Normally high value of crossover probability is used (between 0.80 and 0.90).
6) Mutation
After performing crossover operation, the new introduced generation will only have the character of the parents. This behavior can lead to a problem where no new genetic material is introduced in the offspring and finding better population has been stopped. Mutation operator permits new genetic patterns to be introduced in the new chromosomes (random changed in random gene of chromosome). Mutation introduces a new sequence of genes into a chromosome but there is no guarantee that mutation will produce desirable features in the new chromosome. The selection process will keep it if the fitness of the mutated chromosome is better than the general population, otherwise, selection will ensure that the chromosome does not live to mate in future. Same as crossover operator, the mutation rate (mutation probability) is defined to manage how often mutation is applied. Contrasting crossover, the mutation rate is very low, about 0.005 to 0.01.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To illustrate our proposed approach for the association rule hiding problem, validation of its feasibility and discussion about sanitization performance, let us consider an example.
Example
In this example we have original dataset and some sensitive association rule (See tables I to III). As we can see in figure 7 , there is a trend of convergence into finding best solution in according to confidence of association rules. The approach here is finding the solution which satisfies concealing rules and minimum modification needed. By comparing sanitized solution in table V and original dataset in table I, we will find out that modification applied in T2 and in item 2 (i.e. item 2 has been eliminated). In this solution only one modification needed and after sanitization both of rules will not extracted again. As we can see in figure 8 , there is a trend of convergence into finding best solution in according to confidence of association rules. The approach here is finding the solution which satisfies concealing rules and minimum modification needed. By comparing sanitized solution in table VI and original dataset in table I we will find out that modification applied in T2 and in item 3 (i.e. item 3 has been eliminated). In this solution only one modification needed and after sanitization both of rules will not extracted again. As we can see in figure 9 , there is a trend of convergence into finding best solution in according to confidence of association rules. The approach here is finding the solution which satisfies concealing rules and minimum modification needed. By comparing sanitized solution in table VII and original dataset in table I we will find out that modification applied in T2 and in item 2 (i.e. item 2 has been eliminated). In this solution only one modification needed and after sanitization both of rules will not extracted again. As we can see in figure 10 , there is a trend of convergence into finding best solution in according to confidence of association rules. The approach here is finding the solution which satisfies concealing rules and minimum modification needed. By comparing sanitized solution in table VIII and original dataset in table I we will find out that modification applied in T3, T4 and T5 (i.e. some real items are eliminated and number of unreal items added into the transactions). The main criterions in this solution are number of sensitive rules and number of non-sensitive rules that can be mined from sanitized dataset. In this strategy tried to maximizing number of non-sensitive rules and minimizing number of sensitive rules. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have introduced a novel method for concealing sensitive association rules. Our offerings in this paper can be summarized as follows: First, a presanitization process called Dataset Pre-Sanitization Process (DPSP). DPSP select which transaction(s) and which item(s) in each transaction should be changed in order to all association rules concealed safely and minimum side effect accrues. Second, four sanitization strategies proposed that these strategies are the hearth of our approach. Different criterion introduced in these sanitization strategies. Some of them are: number of modifications (in original dataset), hiding distances both in frequent itemsets and association rules (in sanitized dataset), number of sensitive rules (in sanitized dataset), number of non-sensitive rules (in sanitized dataset), number of lost rules (in sanitized dataset) and number of ghost rules (in sanitized dataset). The work presented here introduces the idea of both rule and itemset sanitization, which complements the old idea behind data sanitization. At present, we are looking for new aspects of sanitization and proposing new fitness functions according to new types of sanitization. Our permanent goal in this area is keeping privacy and accuracy of dataset as more as possible.
